Friend --

Thank you so much for coming out to New Harvest 2018 - our third gathering on cellular agriculture!

"Where's Waldo?" 😊 Thanks to volunteer David Chuchuca for braving the heights to take this group shot! 📸

What a weekend! We had a blast, and hope that you came away from the event with lots of new connections, ideas, points of view, answers to some of your burning questions about cellular agriculture, and perhaps some new questions for us to explore in the future, too.
A few post-conference items which we’d like to bring to your attention:

- **It would be incredibly helpful for us in planning our future events if you could complete our Feedback survey.** Please share your thoughts on everything from the dates, location, venue, program material, exhibitors, catering, and more. Your feedback counts! The survey will close on Thursday, August 2nd.

- **You can access our photo gallery** for the event at this link - please feel free to share these photos, with credit to photographer Jaclyn Poeschl.

- **Have you created any content around #NewHarvest2018?** We are collecting press stories, blog posts, vlogs, and other recap material for our archives and to share with our community. If you have any conference-related content you’d like to share, get in touch!

- As mentioned during the regulatory panel, **the FDA will be accepting information and comments regarding cellular agriculture until September 25, 2018.** Instructions for submitting comments to the docket may be found here.

- **New Harvest's official conference recap video, and video recordings of the talks are currently in post-production.** These will be made available on our Youtube channel in the next few weeks - keep an eye out for them on our newsletter and social media channels!

See you next time!

-erin

Erin Kim
Communications Director